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Abstract. Component-wise Iterative Optimization (CIO) is a method of dealing 
with a large data in the OLAP applications, which can be treated as the en-
hancement of the traditional batch version methods such as least squares. The 
salient feature of the method is to process transactions one by one, optimizes es-
timates iteratively for each parameter over the given objective function, and  
update models on the fly. A new learning algorithm can be proposed when ap-
plying CIO to feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden layer. It in-
corporates the internal structure of feed-forward neural networks with a single 
hidden layer by applying the algorithm CIO in closed-form expressions to up-
date weights between the output layer and the hidden layer. Its optimally com-
putational property is a natural consequence inherited from the property of the 
algorithm CIO and is also demonstrated in an illustrative example.  

1   Introduction 

In recent years, the development of technology has paved the way for the industry to 
use more sophisticated analytics for making business decisions in on-line analytical 
processing (OLAP). In the check and credit card processing business, for example, the 
advanced artificial intelligence is widely used to authorize transactions. This is mainly 
due to the fact that the fraud activities nowadays are more and more aggressive than 
ever before. Once certain forms of fraud were identified or caught by the industry, a 
new form will be intercepted in a very short period of time. People are convinced that 
fighting fraud requires a non-stopping effort, i.e. constantly updating fraud pattern 
recognition algorithms and timely incorporating new fraud patterns in the algorithm 
development process.    

The traditional method of least squares presents a challenge for updating the model 
on the fly of transactions in both a general linear model and a general non-linear 
model. This challenge is mainly due to the matrix manipulation in the implementation 
of the computation.    

In dealing with the challenge, both industry and academic researchers have made 
substantial efforts. The most successful stories, however, are for the linear case only 
and mainly for the improvement of computational properties of least squares. Since 
the method known as recursive least squares - RLS was derived; many variants of 
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RLS have been proposed for a variety of applications. A method so called a sliding 
window RLS was discussed in many papers such as [2] and [3]. By applying QR 
decomposition, U-D factorization, and singular value decomposition (SVD), more 
computationally robust implementations of RLS have been discussed in papers such 
as [1]. Certainly, these researches have substantially increased the computational 
efficiency of RLS, of cause LS algorithms, but they are limited for the linear case 
only. Furthermore, the core ingredient in the computation of the algorithm of RLS and 
its variants are still a matrix version, although some matrices are more re-usable this 
time in the implementation.   

In view of the difficulties that traditional least squares have when updating models 
on the fly of transactions, a new procedure – Component-wise Iterative Optimization 
(CIO) was proposed in [10]. Using the new method of CIO, updating models on the 
fly of transactions becomes straightforward for both linear and non-linear cases. More 
importantly, the method itself yields an optimal solution with the objective function of 
sum of squares, in particular, least square estimates when a general linear model is 
used.  The method CIO can be described as follows. 

Let X be a new pattern, F be the objective function, and 
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The idea of CIO is no stranger to one who is familiar with the Gibbs sampler by 
[6]. It is no harm or may be easier to understand the procedure of CIO in terms of the 
non-Bayesian version of Gibbs sampling. The difference is that CIO generates opti-
mal estimates for a given model and the Gibbs sampler or MCMC generates samples 
from some complex probability distribution. It has been shown in [10] that the proce-
dure of CIO converges.   

How can the algorithm CIO be applied in the neural network field? It is well 
known that a useful learning algorithm is developed for generating optimal estimates 
based on specific neural network framework or structure. Different forms and struc-
tures of f represent the different types of neural networks. For example, the architec-

ture of the feed-forward networks with a single hidden layer and one output can be 
sketched in the following figure: 
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However, too many learning algorithms proposed in the literatures were just ad hoc in 
nature and their reliability and generalization were often only demonstrated on appli-
cations for limited empirical studies or simulation exercises. Such analyses usually 
emphasize on a few successful cases of applications and did not necessarily establish 
a solid base for more general inferences. In the study of this kind, much theoretical 
justification is needed. In the present study, a useful learning algorithm can be derived 
from a well established theory of the algorithm CIO. To establish the link between 
CIO and neural networks, we can look at any types of neural networks in a view of a 
functional process. A common representation of the processing flow based on neural 
networks can be written as follows: 
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output node by applying new weights to the activation function, i.e. )( i
tt Xαβ Φ , 

where 1
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From the above discussion, we can see that feed-forward neural network with a 
single hidden layer fit into the general modeling frame work of (1.1) very well. Only 
in this setting, the targeted or response variable Y can be expressed by the function 

).( i
tt Xf αβ Φ= Therefore, one can image that the algorithm CIO can be applied 

to feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden layer because the function 

)( i
tt Xf αβ Φ=  is a special case of (1.1). 

The rest of the paper is structured in the following way: In the next section, we dis-
cuss an application of CIO to feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden 
layer. Certainly, a new learning algorithm originated from the application of CIO will 
be discussed in a relatively detailed fashion there. At the final, an illustration example 
by using the new learning algorithm is given. 

2   An Application of CIO to Feed-Forward Neural Networks 

Training neural networks to reveal the proper pattern in a data set is a non-trivial task. 
The performance of a network is often highly associated with the effectiveness of a 
training algorithm. The well-known back-propagation algorithm [12] is a popular 
approach to train a multi-layer perceptron, i.e. feed-forward networks by minimizing 
the square errors. Some of its properties have been studied through a number of appli-
cations. With the development of high power computing equipment, many alternative 
algorithms were proposed such as the development of second-order learning algo-
rithm and classical approaches of Gauss-Newton and Newton-Raphson. [8] gave a 
learning algorithm by using the projection pursuit technique for optimizing one node 
at a time. The approach was further developed in [7]. Some other existing algorithms 
in optimization approaches were also used. The comparisons of these algorithms have 
been conducted for some cases in [13]. [9] proposed a learning algorithm by using 
Hessian matrix in the update recursive formula - a variation of the second-order learn-
ing algorithm.   

In training feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden layer, its special 
structure for the processing flow can be exploited. From the discussion in section 1, 
we know that the output can be expressed in the following model: 
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training the neural network is equivalent to finding least square estimates of the 
weight parameters.  
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    Since (2.1) is only a special form of (1.1), given the objective function of the mean 
squared errors, we can apply the algorithm CIO to train the network. There are two 
options: (a) directly to apply CIO to (2.1), and (b) only apply CIO 

to 1
10 ),...,,( +∈= mt

m Rββββ , the weight parameters vector between the hidden 

layer and the output layer. Considering the condition of the theorem for CIO, we only 
discuss option (b) in this paper.  
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sample patterns nixxy piii ,...,1),,...,,( 1 = , and then let   
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Let us denote the above procedure by CIO(β ; α), which means that given α, up-
date β by CIO(β ; α).  The other group of weight parameters in the network 

1
021 ),...,(],,...,,[ +⊆Θ∈== pt

piiim Rααααααα  can be updated by one of 

many commonly used iterative procedures such as Gauss-Newton, Newton-Raphson, 
and Conjugate Gradient, denoted by CUIP(α; β), which means that given β, update α 
by CUIP(α; β).  

Given the above notations, let Φ be the activation function, x be input features, and 
y be the response, the following figure shows the updating procedure.  

 
Algorithm by Neural-CIO (α, β, Φ, Χ, Υ)  
1.  α(old)   ←  α( 0 ) 
2.   β (old)  ←  β ( 0 ) 
3.     SSR  ←  Criterion(α( 0 ), β ( 0 ), Φ, Χ, Υ)  
4. While SSR > ε  do; 

                                          β (new)  ←  CIO(β (old)  ; α(old) ) 

                                          α(new)   ←  CUIP(  α(old)  ; β (new)  ) 

                                               SSR  ←  Criterion(α( new), β ( new ), Φ, Χ, Υ)  
5. Return  α( new), β ( new ), SSR 

The advantage of function CIO(β (old)  ; . ) over the other available learning algo-
rithm is its closed form, i.e. β (new)   CIO(β (old)  ; . ). To update the weight parameter 
vector β, we do not need to apply iterations while updating by the closed form. There-
fore, it is more efficient computationally. In the section, we will show this computa-
tional efficiency by a numeric example. For the function Criterion(α( new), β ( new ), Φ, 
Χ, Υ), it can be of many forms such like the mean squared error, the number of itera-
tions, or the lackness of training progress. 

3   An Illustrative Example 

This section gives a numeric example of a classification problem using Fisher’s fa-
mous Iris data. A comprehensive study on applying neural networks to this data set 
was given in [11]. In the following, both algorithms Neural-CIO and Back-
propagation are implemented and compared over the data in the framework of three 
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feed-forward neural networks with a single hidden layer, 4-2-1, 4-3-1, 4-4-1, i.e. 2, 3, 
and 4 hidden nodes, respectively.  
    For the data, a sample of three records of the original data can be seen in the fol-
lowing table. 

Table 1. Three records of Fisher’s Iris data 

Sepal Length Sepal width Petal length Petal width Class 
5.1 

     7.0 
     6.3 

3.5 
     3.2 
     3.3 

1.4 
     4.7 
     6.0 

0.2 
     1.4 
     2.5 

Setosa 
Versicolor 
Verginica 

 
    All measurements are in centimeters. It is well-known that the class Setosa can be 
linearly separated from the other two and the other two can not be separated linearly. 
Thus, we only apply the algorithms to the network to separate these two classes. The 
data is further transformed using the following formulas and then each record is as-
signed a class number either 0.0999 or 0.0001.    
   Sepal length == (Sepal length  - 4.5) / 3.5;  Sepal width == (Sepal width  - 2.0) / 1.5; 
   Petal length == (Pepal length  - 3.0) / 3.5;  Petal width == (Pepal width  - 1.4) / 1.5; 

Table 2. Two records of transformed Fisher’s Iris data 

Sepal Length Sepal width Petal length Petal width Class 

0.7143 
0.5143 

     0.8000 
     0.8667 

     0.4857 
     0.4286 

     0.0000 
     0.7333 

0.0999 
0.0001 

Note: There are total 100 records in the data set and 50 for each class.  
 
In the training process, for both algorithms, the stopping rule is chosen to be the 

mean squared error less than a pre-assigned number. The activation function is taken 

the form of 1)1()( −−+= xexφ . 
The training results and performance are summarized in the table in the next page. 
The results in the table clearly shows the advantages that the new learning algo-

rithm incorporates the internal structure of feed-forward neural networks with a single 
hidden layer by applying the algorithm CIO in closed-form expressions to update 
weights between the output layer and the hidden layer. Its optimally computational 
property is a natural consequence inherited from the property of the algorithm CIO 
and this point has been further verified in the above illustrative example.  

Table 3. Comparison between Neural-CIO and Back-propagation  

                             #Misclassification         # Iteration            CPU Time(second) 
Structure Error CIO Back CIO Back CIO Back 

4-2-1 0.0002 6 6 2433 9092 68 93 
4-3-1 0.0002 5 6 1935 8665 96 120 
4-4-1 0.0002 5 6 811 6120 60 110 

Note: CIO means Neural-CIO and Back means Back-propagation. 
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